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Platform and Device Flexibility

 Javascript should not be 
required for navigation / use

 Plan for pages that run on 
the widest range of devices

 Remember that not all users 
have a 17” computer 
monitor (cell phones, PDAs, 
printed paper, Braille & 
screen readers)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When creating websites, it is very important to maintain platform and device flexibility.  Your webpage should function in any browser, on any Web device, and with any platform.  Remember that all users do not have a 17 inch computer monitor.  Some might be viewing your page from a cell phone, others a braille device, others a screen reader, and some might actually have a 24 inch monitor.  The art of web design suggests Web pages should grow or shrink to fit the device.  Additionally your page should not rely on JavaScript or other client-side scripting; not all Web device is in Web clients can parse these scripts.  Try to ensure that your webpages will run on the widest range of devices, and this will help keep them accessible as well.

http://bp0.blogger.com/_A6kKhQvdJQc/RadiwMcveuI/AAAAAAAAAA0/61bYguXdSUA/s1600-h/SuperPhone01a.jpg�


Style Versus Content in Web Pages

 Web pages contain CONTENT
 No one searches Google asking for 

“pretty green background on a page”
 Avoid embedding style coding in the code –

such as FONT tags
 Use Style Sheets to affect design and 

behaviors on different devices

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A paradigm shift is occurring in Web design.  Too long have webpages been designed to mimic a printed page.  Well, style and graphics are important to an overall design, the content on a webpage is the most important feature.  No one will go into Google and asked for a pretty page with green background, but they will search for such things as course schedules, library databases, and course requirements.  In order to best utilize the CSS style sheets, we want to make sure that our content is separate from our style. Avoid embedding style coding into your HTML; especially avoid using font tags.  If you wish to affect the design and behaviors of a webpage, utilize stylesheets; you can create separate stylesheets for each output device, including printers, braille devices, and screen readers.



Consistent Design and Navigation 
Placement
 Clear Terms
 Avoid “Mystery Meat” Navigation
 Less is More -- “What would Google Do?”
 Group Menu info by Sections and Tools
 Navigation Maps

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ensure that your design across your website is consistent and that your navigation is always in the same location.  Make sure that the terms that you are using are clear to your audience; always use the shortest and most direct words possible.  Avoid what is called mystery meat navigation; try to avoid clever and artistic symbols, instead relying on very clear icons that are understandable to a broad audience.in your webpage design, remember that less is more; ask yourself “what would google do?”  Having a web design cluttered with features, articles, and pop-ups only distract the user and make the site more complicated to navigate.  With regards to the sub-navigation, try to give users only eight choices or fewer on each screen.   Grouping categorize your information, so that users will be able to pick from a limited list of choices, and then drill down further, and further into your navigation to find specific information they desire.  From a usability standpoint, it will be far easier for students and other users to find the information by making multiple clicks, rather than trying to scan and read an entire page in order to find the most appropriate “first click.”  Every site should also feature a navigation map, or a site map, to help users find your names for pages, when they might be thinking of other terms for similar information.



Consistent Design/Nav – Clear Terms

 Simple one-word links/buttons
 “Jobs” vs “Employment Opportunities”
 Don’t force users to “read” a web page – but 

rather “glance”

Employment Opportunities at the College of Liberal Studies

Jobs Email Admin

Click Here to Log Into Campus Email System

Chancellor’s Office and Campus Administration

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When designing your navigation, try to come up with a one-word links.  For example, instead of using “employment opportunities at the College of Liberal studies” use a simple term “jobs.”  Avoid telling users to click on a location; they already know to click ignore to access a hyperlink.  Therefore, instead of “click here to log into campus e-mail system” used a simple term “e-mail.”    Even though a campus might have a specific title for an office or department, users might not need the entire title in order to use the webpage.  So instead of using “Chancellor’s office and campus administration,”  you could use the term “Admin”  or “administration.”Allow the user to glance a page rather than forcing them to read a page.  Keep everything short and sweet.



Consistent Design/Nav – Avoid 
Mystery Meat
 Flanders “Web Pages 

That Suck”
 Icons and graphics need 

to be clear
 Image should imply 

function
 All icons need to have 

clear IMG ALT tags

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Vincent Flanders, in his book titled “webpages that suck” presents a topic called mystery meat navigation.  Mystery meat navigation means that the user has no idea what they’re getting when they click on an icon or symbol.  Rather than cute or fun, this type of imagery on a webpage is simply confusing for the user, and very likely annoying.  The icons and graphics that you choose for your webpage need to be clear, and understandable to a broad audience.  Images should imply their function, so an e-mail image should look like an envelope-which has become a universal symbol for e-mail.  In order to meet accessibility requirements, all icons and other images need clear ALT tags.  An alt tag is a text description that describes the image and its function.



Consistent Design/Nav – Less is More

What would 
GOOGLE do?
 Successful sites (Ebay, Amazon, Yahoo, Google) 

are successful with text-based navigation and design 
(versus graphics-heavy sites)

 Well structured sites are more usable.  Number of 
clicks is irrelevant if users can quickly and easily find 
the information path they need

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And navigation of a webpage will be more successful if you have less things on the page.  “What would Google do?”  Keeping the design, navigation, and layouts simple and consistent helps users successfully get to the information they are seeking.  Successful sites such as eBay, Amazon, and Yahoo are successful because they have text-based navigation and design that is simple and easy to use.  Well structured sites are going to be the most usable to a broad audience.  The number of clicks it takes to find information is irrelevant as long as users can quickly and easily find that information.  Too often, webpages are designed to minimize the number of clicks, which results in too many options on each page.  It is actually faster for users to face smaller numbers of choices and being able to drill down into smaller, and smaller subcategories, than it is to have to read an entire page and figure out which of the 30 choices is the most likely to reveal their desired information.



Consistent Design/Nav – Less is More

 Purpose of screen interface is to find 
information quickly
 Provide fewer, but broader categories
 Allow users to “drill-down” with their clicks

 Number of clicks is not important 
 Ease of “reading” a page and finding the 

correct sub-category easily is most important
 Fewer frustrations by hitting wrong page
 Saves bandwidth on media-heavy pages

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The purpose of the screen interface is to allow the user to find information quickly.  Again, the strategy should be providing fewer, but broader categories, and then allowing users to drill down with their clicks.  The ease at which a person can read the page is the most important objective, and therefore subcategories that are short and easy to understand are the most appropriate ways to navigate people deeper into your website.  By starting with broad-based categories, users are less likely to end up in the wrong location, because they can drill further, and further into a site.  By helping users make the correct decisions, there is also a savings in bandwidth, and also less frustration by the users for hitting the wrong information



Consistent Design/Nav – Group Menu 
Items
 Two types of menu categories

 Information (content)
 Utilities (tools)

 Separate the 2 types of categories – and style 
differently

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Menu and navigational choices should be separated into distinct categories.  On webpages, the navigation to the informational content should take on one appearance. Tools and utilities should take on another appearance and be separately located away from the main menu structure. Content and tools should be styled differently, as in the example below from Amazon.com.  Notice that the tools Your Account, View Cart, Your Lists, and Help are all located in the upper right-hand corner of the screen utilizing one type of style, while the content menus for the page appear is file tabs, utilizing colors and graphics to help group their functions.  Notice that the menus only provide three choices (with one being the ability to view the 41 product categories).  Using these simple types of categories, users can immediately identify the correct file tab to click on to continue their browsing.



Consistent Design/Nav – Nav Maps

 Allow users to find where they are within the 
site

 Breadcrumbs allow the ability to “step 
up/back”

 Sub-navigation links can show users related 
topics

 Size can be smaller, but should be place near 
top of page 
 users can quickly move when current page 

does not hold the info the user seeks

Presenter
Presentation Notes
  Websites should utilize navigation maps to help users find where they are within the site, and to also better understand the relative positions and organizations of the information within the structures.  Where possible, breadcrumbs are very useful in website design.  Breadcrumbs are a series of links at the top of the page which steps you up higher levels of organization within the website.  Within the current webpage, sub navigational links are also very helpful in showing users disabling items, that are related to the current topic.  The size of related links, and sub navigational links, should be small, so as not to distract from the information and content of the webpage, and they should normally be placed near the top of the page, so that the user quickly understands that they are part of the navigation of the webpage.



Breadcrumbs & Sub-Nav
 Breadcrumbs show position 

within the site
 SubNavigation structures 

allow quick transitions to 
deeper levels (or related 
sections)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here are examples from eBay of breadcrumbs and sub navigational menus.  At the top of the screen, we see the breadcrumbs, listed as home > buy > Cameras & Photo > Lenses & Filters >  Digital Camera Lenses.  This helps the user understand that digital Camera Lenses is a subcategory underneath Lenses & Filters, which is a subcategory underneath cameras and photo.  If the user wanted a different type of digital camera, or a different type of lense, they could quickly click on a breadcrumb link to return to that level of the site navigation.Similarly, in the sub navigational menus of this page, we see the category Digital SLR Lenses and Digital Point & Shoot Lenses as child items within the category. 



Clear User Interface

 Billboard Content Sections
 Structure
 Obvious clickable objects / links
 Consistent movement to top-level categories
 Easy referrals
 Color Theory

Presenter
Presentation Notes
the next major issue in the art of web design is creating a clear user interface.  Within this section, we will talk about billboard in content sections, indenting themes, creating obvious clickable objects and links, creating a consistent movement within the top-level categories, making easy referrals, and it using appropriate colors within our designs.



Clear User Interface – Billboard 
Content
 Design content by 

creating borders (or 
blocks of color) to 
group like information 

 Allows users to “see” 
and quickly scan 
blocks of related 
information

Use <DIV> sections 
to allow assistive 
technology to better 
navigate page 
information

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The concept of billboarding content means that similar items will stand apart from other items with the use of borders, colors, and style.  From both the organization and the visual style of the information, users should be able to quickly identify which blocks of information have related links, which items are primary content, which items are secondary content, in which items are navigation.  A very useful strategy here is to incorporate <DIV> sections which can be styled with a CSS style sheet, and which have unique identifiers.  Using <DIV> sections allows better navigation with assistive technologies, such as screen readers.



Clear User Interface – Structure

 Use Headings 
 Use Subheadings

 Indent sub-topics to allow users to 
see topics

 Navigate quickly
 Flush Left, then Indent

 Major headings Flush Left
 Sub-topics indented
 Where practical  - information should be 

indented under appropriate sub-headings

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When creating a user interface, it is really important to use appropriate Headings, Subheadings, and Intends of materials.To help users with visual impairments (using non-screen devices), it is important to use appropriate headings and subheadings in your page code.Heading 1 should always be used for the title of the page, and nothing else.Heading 2 should introduce major sections of your page, heading 3 should introduce the subsections, etc.This helps non-screen devices understand the structure and organization of the website, and users can quickly skip ahead to the next subsection or major section.Also – users find it much easier to understand structure and organization if content is presented Flush-Left and subtopics and content are indented.  This quickly shows the structure of the information being presented.



Use Structure Elements Correctly

 Page content should be STRUCTURED
 Heading Codes

 <h1> through <h6> should be used for document 
structure – and NOT text sizing

 List Structures (instead of hard-coded/typed)
 <ul>, <ol>, <dl>
 Use <blockquote> to indent sub-sets (1. > a. > i.)

 Tables for tabular data
 <th> column headings 
 <colgroup> column groups
 Use <div>blocks</div> for layout/formatting instead

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pages must be well structured and page tags must be used correctly.Heading codes must NOT be used for text sizing.  Instead, they must be used to show the appropriate organization of the page content.  Heading 1 is the page title; heading 2 indicates major sections; headings 3 through 6 identify nested levels of sub-structures.When displaying a list, whether it is an unordered, bulleted list, or if it is a numbered list, or a set of terms and definitions, the proper list structures should be used instead of hand-typing the structures.  If you need to have an indented sublist, for example, have a list of 5 items numbered 1 through 5, and then each number has a set of steps labeled a. through f., then the sublists can be generated by using the <blockquote> tag to indent that sublist under the parent number.Tables should only be used for tabular data.  They must not be used for page layout, as this confuses users who are visually impaired – because their browsers are trying to parse the information as a data table, and it also limits portability to mobile and other web-enabled devices, forcing users to horizontally scroll the page.  For layout, <div> blocks and corresponding CSS code should be utlized to handle the layout, colors, and sizing.When you have tabular data, each column should have a heading in a <th> tag.  If you have a complex table that includes subheadings for columns, then use the <colgroup> tag to help visually impaired users better understand the table construction and design.



Coding 
Example

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This coding example shows a two column layout that was created using <div> boxes instead of table cells.  It also demonstrates special styles for heading levels and table headers.



Coding Example 
Source

<!DOCTYPE html PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 4.01 
Transitional//EN">
<html>
<head>

<meta content="text/html; charset=ISO-8859-1"
http-equiv="content-type">
<title>Sample Content</title>
<style type="text/css">

body {font-family:helvetica,arial,sans-serif;}
.TwoCol1 {width:190px;border:6px #FFFFFF

groove;background-color:#EEEECC; 
color:#000000;float:left;margin:3px; 
font-size:0.8em;}

th {background-color:#FFFFCC;color:#CC0000;}
h1,h2,h3,h4,h5,h6 {background-color:#FFFFDD; 

color:#990000;}
.TwoCol1 h2 {font-style: italic;font-family: 

garamond,century,serif;}
.TwoCol2 {display:block; position:absolute; 

left:240px;}
</style>

</head>

<body>

<h1>Page Title</h1>
This page gives a sample of properly coded HTML.<br>
<div class="TwoCol1">
This is example material in column number 1.<br>
<h2>Major Heading</h2>
More stuff here.<br>
</div>
<div class="TwoCol2">
This is example material in column number 2.<br>
<h2>Major Heading </h2>
Here is some information.<br>
<h3>SubHeading</h3>
This is a list of items.<br>
<ol>
<li>Another item.</li>
<li>Yet another item.</li>
<ol style="list-style-type: lower-alpha;">
<li>Indented sub-item.</li>
<li>Another indented sub-item.</li>

</ol>
<li>Another top level item</li>

</ol>
<h2>Major Heading</h2>
This shows a table example<br>
<table style="text-align: left; width: 100%;" border="1" 
cellpadding="2“  cellspacing="2">
<tbody>
<tr>
<th style="vertical-align: top;">City<br> </th>
<th style="vertical-align: top;">Zipcode<br> </th>

</tr>
<tr>
<td style="vertical-align: top;">Knapp, Wisconsin<br> </td>
<td style="vertical-align: top;">54749<br> </td>

</tr>
<tr>
<td style="vertical-align: top;">Menomonie, Wisconsin<br>  </td>
<td style="vertical-align: top;">54751<br>  </td>

</tr>
<tr>
<td style="vertical-align: top;">Eau Claire, Wisconsin<br>  

</td>
<td style="vertical-align: top;">54701<br> </td>

</tr>
</tbody>

</table>
<br></div>
</body>
</html>

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This page indicates the HTML code for the sample page.The color coding here shows the HEADINGs in red font, the COLUMN 1 coding in blue font, the COLUMN 2 code in green font, and the table header cells in gold font.The panel on the left shows heading section of the document which includes embedded stylesheet information, and the panel on the right shows the HTML code for the content that displays on the page.If the web browser does not understand these screen styles, such as with a cell phone or a Braille device, the content simply appears in order, top to bottom as created in the HTML document.  This greatly increases portability of the page content.Although it is beyond the scope of this presentation, it is possible to create separate stylesheets for each media output device, be that screen, printer, Braille, handheld, or aural screenreader.  Utilizing multiple media types allows for the best presentation on each device.



Clear User Interface – Clickable 
Content
 Pictures, text, and objects that are “clickable” 

(have hyperlinks) should be obvious to the 
users

 The :hover property can change the visual 
state of an object to indicate link

 Using default link constructs and colors make 
text links more obvious (blue underlined text)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Nothing can frustrate users more than “hidden” navigation.  If it is not obvious what can be clicked and what cannot, it wastes the time of the user and builds a sense of hostility toward the site.The standard convention of webpages is that hyperlinks are underlined and that “clickable” objects have a border in the same color as the clickable links.Another strategy is to use cascading style sheets and the :hover property to affect the visual appearance of an element when the cursor passes over the object.  This helps indicate to the user that the item is “clickable.”



Clear User Interface – Consistent

 Home and Top Categories and Tools
 Allow “lost users” to quickly start-over
 Top level categories should be broadly defined & drill-

down to specific content

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Navigation on a site needs to be consistent as does the rest of the user interface.  As users click deeper into a site, the visual structure of the site should maintain the same visual elements and color schemes.Users expect that clicking on the website logo will return them to the “home” page of the site, allowing the users to “start over” when they are lost.Also the navigation should allow the user to get to the top-level navigational choices from any page (as shown in the eBAY toolbar of SEARCH, BUY, SELL, My EBAY, COMMUNITY, and HELP and in the Google navigation of WEB, IMAGES, VIDEO, NEWS, MAPS, and MORE).The top level categories of the site should be broad and allow the users to “drill down” into the subcategories and tools that they specifically are trying to access.



Clear User Interface – Easy Referrals

 Allow users to access information “off-web”
 Links such as “Email this Page Link” and 

“Printer Friendly” 
 Dynamic pages should be created in a 

“follow-link” format in Address Bar

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The most effective websites will have pages that can be easily “stored” and forwarded to other users. One of the problems in many current website designs is that the page URL remains the same while client-side scripting changes the appearance of the information.  When the user tries to bookmark the page, they often get an error or a top-level page when trying to launch it in the future.Strategies should be developed to make content easy to refer to other users.  For example, a page tool for “Email This Page” would be very useful; the content could be rendered into an email and sent directly to the user (or to whom they wish to forward the content).  If pages are dynamically created from stored database content, then the URL for the page should have the specific article number embedded to help re-generate the page.



Clear User Interface – Color Theory

 Text should contrast in shade and color
 Preferable to use dark type on light 

background (for print output)
 Background designs, color tints, and icons 

should be stored centrally in a CSS file
 Panels should utilize color harmony
 “Branding” connection with logo
 www.ColorMatters.com – symbolism and 

emotions related to colors

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Understanding some basic color theory can help even the most novice of designers.In designing website content, the text must strongly contrast with the background in both shade and intensity, so that users who are color blind or who suffer from reduced vision will be able to read the page information.In order to generate better and cleaner printed hardcopy, it is preferable to use dark type on a light background.The background images, color tints, and icons should be stored in a central, externally linked cascasding stylesheet file.  This will allow updates to design of the entire website with changes only in one file.In choosing the colors for your website, you need at least three distinct colors – a background color, an accent color, and a foreground color that strongly contrasts with both.  White, gray, and black are neutral colors and can be used with any other color choices.In designing panels or sections within your webpage, the colors should be in harmony with the other color choices.  When possible, the website should utilize the same colors as the organization’s logo to provide better “branding” of the website content.To learn the basics about the relationships between color, symbolism, and emotions, you can visit www.ColorMatters.com.

http://www.colormatters.com/�


Color Wheel Triads

Primary Colors: 
Red, Green, Blue

Secondary Colors: 
Cyan, Magenta, 
Yellow

Color Wheel 
Triads

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The most important aspect of color theory to understand is the color wheel.  The color wheel shows the relationship of colors to one another.  In this example, we are viewing color wheel triads.  The best known triad is RGB or Red Green Blue, the primary colors.  The secondary colors are Cyan, Magenta, and Yellow, and they are located at the opposite sides of the color wheel from the primary colors.Color Triads are combinations of three colors that are equally distant from one another on the color wheel.  Using color triads will help create a dynamic look to your web content and provide a balanced set of colors to your page.



Color Adjacent Members

Adjacent Colors 
create a 
“harmony” 
useful for 
backgrounds 
and blends

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another strategy is to use colors from adjacent areas of the color wheel.  This tends to create a site that looks more “peaceful” and harmonious.  Using adjacent colors is especially useful in creating backgrounds and blends that do not compete too strongly for the user’s attention.



Color Near Opposites

Near Opposites 
create a color 
scheme for 
contrasts of 
panels and 
sections

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another strategy is termed Near Opposites.  In this situation, the foreground color is selected (normally the color of the text), and then colors near the complementary color are chosen.  In this example, Blue is the foreground color, blue’s complementary color is yellow, so we choose one background color that is a greener shade of yellow and one that is a redder shade of yellow.



Color Tints
 Different Lightness / 

Saturation Levels of 
Same Color

 Useful in tint 
background fills and 
harmony in 
information panels 
and submenus

Presenter
Presentation Notes
An easy and effective manner for selecting a site’s color scheme is to pick one color and use different tints of that base color.  A tint is a different level of brightness and saturation of a color.  For example, if our main color were blue, we could pick a very light blue, a medium blue, and a dark blue to comprise a set of three site colors.Tints are especially useful in creating graduated fills and for showing harmony in content and navigation.  In navigation, the headers for the top level items might be the most saturated tint of the color (the darkest), and submenus would have lighter and lighter shades of the base color.



Review

Platform and Device Independence
Content and Navigation Consistency
Simple Terms for Headings & Links
Fewer Choices > Drill Down Deeper

(and provide breadcrumbs)
Use of Web Standards (w3.org)
Purposeful Color Choices



Web Standards and Publishing 

 Zeldman, Jeffrey
 Designing With Web Standards - New Riders 

Publishing
 http://zeldman.com/dwws/

 Meyer, Eric
 Eric Meyer on CSS - New Riders Publishing
 More Eric Meyer on CSS - New Riders Publishing
 Cascading Style Sheets: The Definitive Guide -

O'Reilly
 http://meyerweb.com/

http://zeldman.com/dwws/�
http://meyerweb.com/�


Web Usability and Accessibilty

 Krug, Steve
 Don't Make Me Think - New Riders Publishing

 Cederholm, Dan
 Web Standards Solutions –
 http://simplebits.com/publications/solutions/

 Nielsen, Jakob 
 Designing Web Usability
 www.useit.com/jakob/usability/

 http://www.W3.org/WAI - Web Accessibility Initiative
 http://trace.wisc.edu/resources/ -

TRACE Center, Univ. of Wisconsin-Madison

http://simplebits.com/publications/solutions/�
http://www.useit.com/jakob/usability/�
http://www.w3.org/WAI�
http://trace.wisc.edu/resources/�


CSS and Web Design Tips

 www.alistapart.com
 www.csszengarden.com
 www.simplebits.com
 www.stopdesign.com
 www.cssbeauty.com/
 www.mezzoblue.com
 www.web-redesign.com/

http://www.alistapart.com/�
http://www.csszengarden.com/�
http://www.simplebits.com/�
http://www.stopdesign.com/�
http://www.cssbeauty.com/�
http://www.mezzoblue.com/�
http://www.web-redesign.com/�


End

 This concludes the presentation of 
the ART of WEB DESIGN

© 2004-2007 James Falkofske
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